
     

 

The wood on the poss stick feels as smooth as: 

A baby’s bottom plastic  stroking a horse skin 

 

The metal on the poss stick sounds: 

Annoying like a rattlesnake like a steam train on the tracks like thunder 

 

The metal on the poss stick feels: 

Crispy  hard as death rough as crocodile skin holey as a sponge 

Soft as a floor after it has been polished  bumpy rusty   

 

The metal on the poss stick feels as cold as: 

Antarctica an iceberg snow  a winter’s day Christmas plastic in a freezer 

 

The colour of the metal is: 

Brown as chocolate  brown as copper brown as bronze like rust like bark 

Like a hedgehog like ginger hair like a fox like a brown bear 

 

The poss stick could be: 

A spider killer a plunger a hand held torch  a bell  a peg leg 

A candle holder the key to a door a coat hanger a watering can 

A giant golf club a hat  a paintbrush  a lollipop  

 

The soap smells: 

Like bleach  as strong as Mr Hartley’s socks  like sweaty socks 

Like washing up liquid like smelly milk like a hospital cringey 

Like eating a sour lemon makes you want to squish your face like sick 

 

The poss stick and the soap see: 

Muddy clothes underwater  water coming out of their eyes bubbles 

Water spilling over them  dirty, disgusting water smelly water  steam 

Clean clothes the washboard bubbles on hands cracked hands blisters 



 

The poss stick and the soap feel: 

Burned in the hot water nauseous heavy  the soap feels pain from all the grating 

Furious tired  tortured battered the soap feels like grated cheese 

Delighted/satisfied that they are doing a good job drowsy ratty  exhausted 

Like they are being drowned like they must close their eyes bubbly  

The soap feels like it is disappearing the soap feels like it is small  


